Run Number 64 2nd August 2007
The Augustus John Pub Peach Street Liverpool
The Pack: RTFuct (Hare), Carthief, Long Pause, Snoozanne, Leakey Tool. Compo, Carless
Whisper, Lilo Lil, Penny Lame
After some rearrangement
of the Shitshirt

We finally managed to get a Hash Flash

Back to square one (Run No. 1) and a short cut version of RTFuct set the trail, although there was
nothing short about the trail.

The Hare, cautious about our ability to cross a road safely, had set the first Check on the other side
of Brownlow Hill. The cathedral drew a few hashers along the wrong trail until RTFuct took pity and
called us back. We zigzagged through Liverpool University, past

With signs telling the Hare to clean up
stand on a Check

There was discussion of the meaning of this road name
and the owner had to be reassured.

and others telling the Pack not to

On to the water tower where RTFuct wanted to know where the water was stored. Carthief
explained that the water was kept at the top as that gave the best head.

The Trail was marked with an R which turned out to mean Regroup, Return and Right. The Hare
admitted that she had not thought to put a R3 in place of the R.

Hopefully the flour was not treated as refuse

Down Spencer Street and into the Rupert Lane Park, with several Regroups and Hash views.

What we were looking at. Penny Lame was able to gleefully point out the spire following puns on
inspire and aspire

Down through the park to the pond
which looks a lot nicer in this shot
than it really was.

On through the streets past the local entertainment carefully arranged by the Hare.

and onto the On Inn

Back at the start we rescued the bags from Long Paws’s office, the food from Lilo Lil’s car and
the pans from Snoozanne’s

Laying the food out

Snoozanne urged the male members (not their members) to eat the broccoli and cauliflower to
ward off prostrate cancer (as she called it). Long Paws enlightened us on the use of the prostate
and therefore why approximately only half the population has one.
Donning the necessary apparel the Hare / RA asked for a sermon from anyone but Compo but it
was not to be and Compo recounted the tale of the two prawns Christopher and Christian.
Christopher met a genie who turned him into a shark and then back into a prawn. He told his
companion “I’m a prawn again, Christian”. At least some of the circle guessed the punchline.
Carthief was called up for exciting the RA with the remarks about the water being at the top of the
water tank so that it gives the best head.
Long Paws was spotted taking pictures on Everton Brow. He described the addition to the
Shitshirt which was a bottle opener, but because it was more orange the duplication was
acceptable (according to Long Paws).
Lilo Lil was punished for confusing Castlemaine XXXX with bitter.
The RA then asked for any other accusations, and Penny Lame seconded by others complained
that the Hare had spoiled the fun by calling the falsie runners back before the had found the Xs.
RTFuct remained in position for the traditional Hare’s Down Down.
The winning caption for the photograph was “Carthief casually reaches down to grab a hotdog roll
whilst considering what sauce to use” RTFuct awarded herself the cake that she had bought for
the winner.

Caption Competion photograph (in case you missed it)

